
 

 

 

 

News from Trinity HOPE  

This is one of a series of articles which we make available each month to 

keep our supporters informed about our activities. Trinity HOPE, a not-for-

profit charitable organization, raises funds and administers feeding 

programs that provide a noon meal for the hungry children who attend 

our schools in Haiti where the Good News of Jesus is shared daily. 
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Are you Hungry? 
Written by Lyn Williams 

 

     How many times have you been asked the question, “Are you hungry?” in your life?  How many times did you 

answer yes?  Visiting the school children and families in Haiti with Trinity Hope certainly has changed the way I 

think about hunger.  Sure, there are times when I have skipped a meal or two and was ready to eat.  However, I 

have never experienced true hunger where my life or physical well-being was 

impacted.  I have only witnessed true hunger in the children of Haiti.  Trinity Hope is 

a powerful weapon against hunger and a true blessing to the school children that it 

serves.    

     The children of Haiti are considered lucky if they eat a meal at home every other 

day and often that meal is only a piece of fruit.  It is wonderful to see firsthand what 

the work of Trinity Hope does to improve the life of these children.  They are served 

a hearty lunch time meal each day!  This meal provides them not only nutrition, but 

the opportunity to improve their ability to learn both school subjects and the love of 

God.  Watching how happy and grateful the children are was a blessing and a life 

changing experience.  Next time you are feeling “hungry” please think of the 

children in Haiti and the work of Trinity Hope.  Then ask yourself how can I help? 


